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This paper aims to explore consumer beliefs about health hazards in infant foods

by analyzing data gathered from the web, focusing on forums for parents in the

UK. After selecting a subset of posts and classifying them by topic, according

to the food product discussed and the health hazard discussed, two types of

analyses were performed. Pearson correlation of term-occurrences highlighted

what hazard-product pairs are most prevalent. Ordinary Least Squares (OLS)

regression performed on sentiment measures generated from the texts provided

significant results indicating positive or negative sentiment, objective or subjective

language, and confident or unconfident modality associated with di�erent food

products and health hazards. The results allow comparison between perceptions

obtained in di�erent countries in Europe and may lead to recommendations

concerning information and communication priorities.
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1. Introduction

Essentially present in food sciences via sensory analysis and in marketing work,

consumers play a particular role for several reasons: their number, their heterogeneity, the

impact of their choices on the agri-food sectors and on the society, the non-coordination

of their decisions, the complexity of their choices (willingness to pay, sensory preferences,

awareness of nutritional and sanitary health issues, commitment to environmental and social

plans, etc.), the difficulty of understanding the levers determining these choices (media,

social network, etc.). In this context, the digital revolution canmake it possible to increase the

potential for expression of consumers, in particular in research projects. Despite noticeable

attempts such as Kim and Jeong (2015), Vidal et al. (2015), and Tao et al. (2020) in different

geographic areas, this theme is little represented in the panorama of existing food models, in

particular at the European level (Aceves Lara et al., 2018; Djekic et al., 2019; Thomopoulos

et al., 2019; Kansou et al., 2022). In this paper, we consider web mining to collect and analyze

information available in the form of free declaratives (blogs, product comments, forums,

etc.) as a means of reaching larger panels than commonly practiced by classic methods in

the food industry. In this sense, the use of automated or semi-automated methods may

bring added value compared to the knowledge obtained by traditional manual approaches

for information collection.

The aim of this paper is to understand the concerns related to health hazard in infant

food products, expressed online by parents. Indeed, the vulnerable public of young children

under the age of three has been the object of large-scale studies carried out by health
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authorities to identify the main hazards in infant food (ANSES,

2016; Hulin et al., 2019). Moreover, the current European

legislative framework that governs the safety of infant food

sets strict requirements for their composition and labeling

(European Commission, 2021). Nevertheless, improving food

safety necessitates the cooperation of a wide range of stakeholders,

including the household level. The results of a recent study (Franc-

Dabrowska et al., 2021) highlight that public awareness is needed,

and food chain stakeholders need to be trained and organized to

contribute to the collective effort required to improve food safety

from farm to fork. This is why in the present paper, the focus is on

perceptions of infant food safety for different food products at the

level of infant food users and primarily parents.

The questions addressed by the paper can be expressed as

follows: Do the discussions hold by parents on web forums express

concerns regarding health hazards in infant food products? For

what hazards and what products more specifically? How can these

concerns be characterized using sentiment analysis tools?

The methods used are presented in section ??: these

include data collection (2.1), data cleaning and selection

(2.2), data classification (2.3), sentiment metrics used

for the analysis (2.4), and correlation and regression

methods used for the analysis (2.5). Results are presented

in Section 3. Discussion and comparison with previous

works is provided in Section 4, before concluding in

Section 5.

2. Methods

This section describes the methodological steps followed. These

are displayed in the flowchart of Figure 1.

FIGURE 1

Flowchart of the method followed.

2.1. Data collection

To be considered relevant for the study, a source must

fulfill the preliminary requirement of providing discussion about

health hazards in infant foods. The food products considered

were limited to four categories, following the choice of the

ongoing research program “Safe food for infants” (SAFFI Project,

2020–2024): baby jars with vegetable and fish, powdered infant

formula, fruit compote, and infant cereals. A list of 27 keywords

composing the set of hazard topics was also pre-established

by experts to search for mentions about microbiological and

chemical hazards.

After considering a variety of sources, the internet forum

Netmums (Netmums, 2021), located in the United Kingdom

(UK), was chosen to collect relevant data. By data, here we

mean a set of threads, i.e., strings of messages or “posts” that

make up a conversation on a certain topic. The reasons for

focusing on the UK were two-fold: on the one hand, various tools

for natural language processing are operational for the English

language; on the other hand, limiting the study to the European

area allows the results to be compared with the conclusions

of the SAFFI European project. Criteria for choosing this

source include:

• Our topic is well-represented through hazards × products

searches;

• It has status of reference website;

• It is easily found through different web searches (thus well

web-referenced);

• UK population is well-represented;

• It performs well for commonly used indicators such as number

of posts and last update.

2.2. Data cleaning and subpopulation
selection

In order to further filter the data which are relevant to the

analysis, the following criteria were used to extract a relevant and

useful subsample of threads:

• Time: the thread contains posts from 2016 or later. This

criterion ensures the discussion is relatively recent (no more

than five years old at the date of the study);

• Minimum number of occurrences: a hazard and a product

occur at least once in the thread. This criterion ensures that the

thread is in the scope of the study, i.e., it contains information

which can be categorized in a hazard topic and a product topic;

• Term distance: the number of words between product and

hazard in the thread is below the 95th percentile. The

assumption that when words are closer together, they are more

likely to be related, is quite common in Natural Language

Processing (Mikolov et al., 2013a,b). In this study, if hazard

and product are not syntactically close together, this indicates

that the product and hazard are not discussed in relation to

each other.
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2.3. Classification

After selection of a relevant subsample, topic classification is

performed. Each post is assigned a topic from two sets: products

and hazards. Classification is done based on the most frequently

occurring terms in the post. It led to 640 classified posts. This

approach is highly accurate since product and hazard categories

are very specific, but the counterpart is that many posts remain

unclassified (NA) due to the absence of occurrence of a product

or a hazard from the predefined sets. In order to keep accuracy in

exploring the data, additional product and hazard categories were

created. While the initial sets of topics (products and hazards) were

firstly expert-provided, the alignment of new labels allowing one to

classify NA posts was supervised.

Concerning infant food products, two observations led us to

dynamically enrich the product set. Firstly, specific baby food

brands are sometimes mentioned, which indicates that a baby food

is being discussed, but it is not feasible to classify it in the predefined

categories, for instance as vegetable baby jar or as fruit puree.

This explains the introduction of the categories “baby food” and

“jarred food”. Secondly, posts may discuss a type of baby food

without explicitly stating that it is baby food: it may be obvious by

the context of the thread and detected this way. This is why two

additional categories were added, “fruit in baby context” and “veg

in baby context”. Both categories refer to occurrences mentioning a

fruit or vegetable respectively, alongside mention of either an infant

or a brand name baby food.

Concerning hazards, an additional category was created for

other possible terms than those initially established, which are

less specific than current SAFFI hazard interests but could be

considered. The terms associated with this new category “related

terms” are the following: carcinogen, chemicals, toxic, toxin,

poisonous, fungus, food poisoning, hazard, EFSA, European Food

Safety Authority.

2.4. Metrics used

Two tools were used to compute sentiment metrics: the VADER

package (Hutto and Gilbert, 2014) of the Natural Language Toolkit

(NLTK) (Bird et al., 2009), and the PATTERN python module

(De Smedt and Daelemans, 2012). Both use a lexical approach, i.e.,

based on a large dictionary of terms associated with scores. NLTK

has been trained on social media text, so it is ideal for our dataset.

PATTERN is trained on official texts, but is also used for its unique

‘subjectivity’ and ‘modality’ metrics. The 3.6 versions of Python,

VADER and PATTERN were used.

The sentiment metrics (computed with NLTK or PATTERN) is

a real number taking their values in the interval [−1, 1]. It measures

to what extent the post expresses a positive or negative sentiment,

from fully negative (-1) to fully positive (1).

The subjectivity metrics (computed with PATTERN) is a real

number in [0, 1]. It measures to what extent the post uses subjective

language, from fully objective (0) to fully subjective (1).

The modality metrics (computed with PATTERN) is a real

number in [−1, 1]. It measures to what extent the author uses

a confident or credulous tone, from fully credulous (-1) to fully

confident (1).

The three metrics are independent from each other (see

Wankhade et al., 2022 for more details).

2.5. Analysis methods

Two different methods were used.

Co-occurrence counts were calculated to determine how

hazard categories are distributed across different product

categories within individual posts. Correlations were calculated

to determine which product-hazard pairs are most prevalent

in discussion, using the Pearson correlation coefficient (Stigler,

1989), also simply called r. To construct a list of the most

correlated products and hazards, a cut-off was defined at the

5% level of significance and correlation coefficient magnitude

above 0.1.

Resulting coefficients were filtered to show only statistically

significant results at the 5% level, then further filtered to those

with a correlation coefficient with magnitude above 0.1. The closer

the coefficient is to 1, the closer the two variables are to a perfect

linear relationship.

Regressions were performed on the term-counts, which can

strengthen the indication of a relationship between the metrics

used and a topic. The specification for the regression is OLS

(Ordinary Least Squares) (Craven and Islam, 2011), chosen for

its interpretability. The dependent variable is one of the metrics

(sentiment, subjectivity, or modality). Independent variables are

term-counts for each hazard and product topic. All different

hazards and product topics are separately counted and used

as different variables in the regression. The regression model

considers the metrics separately because the relationship of each

metrics with each topic is to be interpreted by its own (see

Section 3.3).

3. Results

3.1. Classification results

Figure 2 shows the results obtained at the classification step,

where each post is associated with a product category and

a hazard category. The number of posts classified in each

category is depicted in Figure 2A for food products and Figure 2B

for hazards.

The results show that, quantitatively, the foods that appearmost

discussed are, by decreasing order: infant formula, infant cereals,

fruit baby foods, and vegetable baby foods.

The hazards that appear most discussed are, by decreasing

order: the general category of bacteria –which represents the

main part of microbiological hazards–, the general category

“related terms” (see Section 2.3) –which represents both chemical

and microbiological hazards–, the category “food preservatives,

sweeteners and additives” –which is part of the chemical hazards–,

microbiologic contaminants and virus –both microbiological

hazards–, then more specific hazards such as bisphenol A
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FIGURE 2

Number of posts obtained in each category (A) for food products and (B) for hazards.

–chemical hazard–, Listeria and Salmonella –microbiological

hazards–, etc.

3.2. Correlation results

The plot of Figure 3 shows the number of posts containing

terms from each hazard category, with a legend for each product

category. This allows us to compare if some hazards are more

mentioned for a specific product while also comparing the hazards

among themselves. The x-axis, count of posts, is on log scale which

helps us to compare levels in low-count categories.

Bisphenol A is very prevalent among discussion of infant

formula, but not other products. Preservatives, sweeteners,

and additives are prevalent among all product categories and

particularly infant cereals. Pesticides are prevalent among

discussions of infant cereals. Microbiological hazards are prevalent

among the infant formula and infant cereal categories.

From the product-hazard correlations computed, the

following pairs were significant at the 5% level: (jarred food,

microbes), (formula, bacteria), (jarred food, pesticides), (baby

food, preservatives).

3.3. Regression results

Table 1 sums up the regression results obtained, indicating the

hazard and food categories above (+) or below (-) the baseline

(NA), regarding their relationships with NLTK sentiment metrics

(Table 1A), PATTERN sentiment metrics (Table 1B), subjectivity

metrics (Table 1C), and modality metrics (Table 1D). Significance

is at the 5% level. Detailed result tables are provided in

Aline (2021).

With NLTK sentiment we find that related terms, Listeria, and

Campylobacter have significant negative relationships to sentiment.

That is, the more these terms are used, the more negative a post

is likely to be. Significant results with a positive coefficient –

which is rather unexpected and further discussed in section 4–

are obtained for bisphenol A, and, within the food products, for

infant cereals. PATTERN sentiment agrees with this result for

bisphenol A, but contradicts it for Campylobacter. It also identifies

negative sentiment for endocrine disruptor, and positive sentiment

for infant formula.

In subjectivity, bisphenol A also has a positive coefficient.

Campylobacter and related terms and have negative coefficients.

This means that the more bisphenol A is mentioned in a post, the
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FIGURE 3

Product-hazard co-occurrences. The pairs (product, hazard) correlated at the 5% level, and their correlations, are: (jarred foods, microbes, 0.35),

(formula, bacteria, 0.26), (jarred foods, pesticides, 0.16), (baby foods, preservatives, 0.11).
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TABLE 1 Regression result summary.

Hazards Products

(A)

NLTK sentiment significant results

+ Bisphenol a infant cereals

− Related terms, listeria, campylobacter

(B)

Pattern sentiment significant results

+ Bisphenol a, campylobacter infant formula

− Endocrine disruptor

(C)

Subjectivity significant results

+ Bisphenol a

− Campylobacter, related terms

(D)

Modality significant results

+ Bisphenol a

− Cronobacter

more subjective the post is. The opposite is true for Campylobacter

and related terms.

In modality, bisphenol A is found to have a positive coefficient

and Cronobacter a negative coefficient. This means the more

bisphenol A is mentioned, the more likely a post is to express

confidence in the topic. The opposite stands for Cronobacter,

expressing credulousness in the topic.

4. Discussion

In this section, the results obtained in this study from forums

for parents in the UK, are compared with the conclusions of

previous research papers, obtained in other European countries.

Overall, the results obtained in this study demonstrate that the

largest amount of discussion of hazardous products is involved in

baby formula. This confirms the results recently obtained in France

by Kurtz and Thomopoulos (2021b) through a survey on 1,750

people representative of the general population. Priority concerns

about infant formula thus seem common to several European

countries. Nevertheless, the rest of the ranking of food products

raising safety concerns among consumers seems to differ in UK and

France. Indeed, for infant cereals, the results are opposite between

UK and France: concern is expressed in the present UK results,

whereas the absence of concern is prevalent in the French results

of (Kurtz and Thomopoulos, 2021b). This may be explained by

different consumption habits, since infant cereals is clearly a less

widely used product than infant formula in France (Kurtz and

Thomopoulos, 2021a).

Concerning the ranking of the hazards, the results obtained in

this study show very balanced concerns between microbiological

(categories ranked 1 and 4 are microbiological) and chemical

hazards (categories ranked 2 and 3 are chemical). Previous results

in France demonstrated a significant prevalence of chemical

hazards, both in the survey approach of Kurtz and Thomopoulos

(2021b) and on the Web (Sandjong-Sayon et al., 2022), where the

hazard priority ranking identified was: heavy metals, dioxins, furan,

ahead of microbiological categories. Again possible differences

between both countries are highlighted through the present study.

The regression results obtained with regard to bisphenol A

indicate positive sentiments in both methods used (NLTK and

PATTERN), which may seem surprising since positive sentiment

tends to indicate parents are not worried but feel safe. This can

be explained by most discussion of bisphenol A being in the

context of bisphenol A-free plastics.We could verify this hypothesis

using counts of off-topic correlations, where “free” was correlated

with bisphenol A. In addition, since bisphenol A co-occurs with

infant formula in discussion (see section 3.2), this observation

also explains why infant formula was found to be associated with

positive sentiment in the PATTERN method. Indeed, posts dealing

with infant formula often actually deal with bisphenol A-free bottles

used for infant formula, hence considered safe and associated with

positive sentiment.

In the NLTK regression results, infant cereals are associated

with positive sentiment. It is noticeable that “pesticides”

are prevalent among discussion of infant cereals, as well as

“preservatives, sweeteners and additives”. Both hazard categories

are themselves associated with a positive sentiment (although

not 5% significant), which can be justified by strict regulation

preventing infant food from these substances. This may explain

infant cereals being associated with positive sentiment.

The Campylobacter and Cronobacter cases illustrate well the

role of subjectivity and modality analyses in the understanding

of concerns expressed by parents. In the case of Campylobacter,

the language used is objective, which means the way the topic

is addressed is not emotional but rather factual information and

scientific evidence oriented. In the case of Cronobacter, the tone

used is unconfident, which suggests that enhanced information and

communication toward parents would be relevant on this topic.

5. Conclusion

The mobilization of the web analysis method presented,

exploiting sentiment metrics, revealed relevant to bring answers

about parents’ perceptions of safety hazards in infant food

products. From an application viewpoint, the results obtained

regarding bisphenol A were somewhat unexpected, yet observed

in both methods used. From a methodological viewpoint, the

combination of analyses used allowed providing an explanation

for these unexpected results, which was hardly possible in earlier

questionnaire-based approaches. Another plus-value of the study

is its status of first attempt in the domain explored, thus allowing

initiating new ontologies for the explored field.

A possible limitation of the study lies in its format—online

forums—which might bring a bias in the representativeness of the

population surveyed. The results will thus need to be confirmed

through complementary strategies. On-going work to collect

perceptions from a larger geographic area will further identify

common and divergent phenomena in various European countries.
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A practical implication of these results concerns infant

formula, which is the food product that raises the most

concerns. Hence, special attention has to be paid to

communication regarding this food product, whose use is

recommended by reference authorities. Confirmation of

these results should also lead to policy recommendations

in order to (i) take into account users’ priority concerns in

risk management, and (ii) increase most users’ awareness of

safety hazards.
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